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1. Teacher's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:12 The teaching aids for the lesson were brought by students on duty. Students usually
volunteer to do this at the beginning of the school year. After we all stand up for the
greeting, I write down the topic and absent students in the classbook. 

 00:01:17 When students draw, they can better understand the picture, position of the parts, size,
and exact shapes. Therefore they can better remember each picture.

 00:02:06 Today's topic on humans was preceded by mammals. Therefore I was examining not just
human bones but also different representatives of mammals.

 00:06:21 The topics are introduced and taught according to the evolution theory. Besides that
students are introduced to different theories about the creation of Earth and life. Student
opinions that are different than the evolution theory are not disproved. However when
examined, students are expected to be familiar with the evolution theory. There is a
compulsory religion class in our school but there is very minimal interest in it.

 00:07:14 The students were laughing because Jirko was shy to describe the digestion of rabbits.
Food eaten by the rabbits is digested and after secretion it is digested for the second
time.

 00:07:51 After examining one to three students, I spent a few minutes reviewing with the whole
class so I could activate their knowledge and get students' attention.

 00:08:46 A little bone falls off the skeleton.
 00:10:17 Most of the text I write on the blackboard. For the students in higher grades I write only

new terms, and I dictate the rest of the text.
 00:11:07 All of a sudden the skull on the skeleton moved.
 00:13:51 I tend to repeat new terms several times. The students can remember and memorize

them better.
 00:21:49 Students on duty usually erase the blackboard for me. They change duty every week. If

I want to speed up, I erase it myself.
 00:24:29 This is a development lesson and students are introduced to individual bones. The lesson

after the next one will contain practical laboratory work. Students will have an
opportunity to touch the bones, compare them, and put them together. Laboratory work
is done by half of the class at a time and then they switch. I usually assign practical
work after development when students are familiar with the topic; they know what they
are holding and they can better concentrate on a task. 

 00:24:35 Injuries are included as interesting material. An independent topic on injuries and first
aid will be introduced at the end of the school year. It will also include a practical
assignment.

 00:33:26 I use video as an addition to instruction when reviewing and summarizing topics. Most
of the programs are copied from educational programs on TV. 

 00:39:39 Students are practicing the topics from the previous two lessons and they are able to
assess their knowledge. In the future, similar problems will be on their tests.
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